
 

Saturday 12th August 2017

Thurlow Nunn League

Premier Division

Where do you start?

It has to be with the crowd. 452 through the turnstiles, plus all the youngsters and
committees of both clubs, pushing the actual total to just under 500 - the highest ever in the
Goldstar ground for a league fixture.
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They came to be entertained, and to perhaps see the visitors new ‘star’ signing and the ‘star
studded’ line up of the Old Gold & Blacks, who have put together a side they feel can
challenge for promotion this season. Hopefully, they were satisfied on all counts, and will
return on a regular basis throughout the season. With just two short of 100 season tickets
sold, we have the basis on which to build a real hardcore of supporters, and if they are
entertained as they were by this game, then there are some good times ahead for them.

It takes two to tango as they say,
and both sides contributed fully to
making this a tense, close
encounter. I know I’m biased, but I
thought over the 90 minutes we
deserved the points, and the fact
that Stowmarket made their
‘keeper, Duncan McNally, ‘man of
the match’ supports my view.

There was an air of nervous
anticipation before the game, with
the Seasider faithful not sure of
what they were going to get. In the end, they watched the side come from two goals adrift to
win the game with three minutes left, and get the season underway after the rather
ignominious exit from the FA Cup the previous week.

I loved the quote from defender Dan Davis, who scored the match winning goal, after the
game, “We … I owed that to the fans, after last week!”

With Titus Bramble named in the starting line-up, there were certainly several present who
had come to see the former Ipswich & Newcastle defender. Although he played his last
senior game for Sunderland back in 2013, the legs might not be quite as good but the mind
keeps working, and while he looked rusty he still showed some intelligent touches. It was
also a quick return for one of the fans’ favourites from last season, Ethan Clarke, who was
playing back to back league games for two different clubs, ending last season in the red &
white stripes and starting this in the old gold and black. There were a couple of other former
Seasiders in the visitors’ squad, with Remi Garrett starting and Duane Wright on the bench.



It was the first league meeting
between the clubs since 2006, the
year Felixstowe were promoted
back into the Premier Division,
Stow having remained in the
second tier until this summer.

If there was any question about the
game being competitive, that was
answered within 16 seconds of the
start when Joe Francis was
unceremoniously halted a couple
of yards outside the Stow’ box, and

in the third minute referee Paul Burnham was having a word with Stuart Ainsley. Andrew
Wood tested Danny Crump with an on target effort in the 6  minute and Ethan Clarke failed
to get any power in his 8  minute effort, with Crump collecting comfortably.

Both sides were playing decent football and it was nip and tuck with Stow’ just having the
advantage in the early minutes. The first yellow card came in the 15  minute for Stow’s Phil
Weavers after Francis had again been brought down unfairly. Miles Powell was next in the
book for a late challenge on Stow’s Ollie Brown, but Danny Cunningham over-hit the
resultant free kick and Crump watched it sail behind for a goal-kick.

The first real chance of the game came in the 28  minute, when Jordy Matthews got clear of
the Stow defence to go one on one with McNally, but his effort was too close to the ‘keeper
who collected low to his left, and the home side were punished for that miss three minutes
later when Josh Mayhew latched on to a poor attempted headed clearance and drilled to ball
past Crump from 15 yards.

Bramble headed away a Joe Francis cross for a corner, and Francis then flashed an effort
across the face of Stowmarket’s goal and the equaliser the Seasiders had threatened came
in the 37 minute with Matthews, who had missed the earlier chance, ending a neatly worked
build up with a fine finish.

McNally was then called into action four times before the half time whistle, denying Nick
Ingram, Scott Chaplin, Matthews and Francis from grabbing the lead.
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Ingram again tested McNally just
after the break, but it was Stow’
who got their noses back in front,
again collecting the ball from a
poor defensive clearance, with
Ethan Clarke curling a superb
effort right footed past Danny
Crump into the inside side netting.
The home side may have been
disappointed with the way the ball
was conceded, but Clarke’s finish
would grace any football match.

The momentum was back with the visitors, and on the hour Remi Garrett produced a mazy
run that got him to the dead-ball line, weaving his way inside before laying the ball back for
Josh Mayhew who smashed it into the roof of the net from the angle of the six yard box. At 3-
1 it should have been game over with the points heading back along the A14 to give
promoted Stow their first Premier Division points, but…….!!

The third goal came just after the hour, giving the home side half an hour or so to pick
themselves up, dust themselves down and grab the game by the scruff of the neck, and they
did just that. Joe Francis looks like winning any awards going for assists this season, when in
the 68  minute he laid the ball back for Sheridan Driver to rifle a shot under the angle of post
and bar to reduce the deficit, and was involved in much of the play as the home side went in
search of an equaliser.

Referee Burnham produced a
straight red card for Anton Clarke
after an ugly tackle on Scott
Chaplin. The No 15 had been on
the park barely three minutes after
replacing Cunningham, and I’m not
sure there was too much intent
from Clarke, more of case of
mistimed and clumsy I thought, but
it left the visitors to play out the last
half hour with ten men against a
side who now had the momentum
in the game.

A fast paced move with a couple of interchanges between Matthews and Francis ended with
the latter screwing the ball back from the dead-ball line into Matthews’ path, who finished the
move comprehensively to bring the sides level with nine minutes left on the clock, and with
three minutes left, the visitors conceded a corner that proved to be their undoing.

Stuart Ainsley clipped the flag kick in to the near post for Davis to help on its way past
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McNally and turn the match around, to the joy of players and spectators alike.

A superb start to the campaign for the home side against a very good Stowmarket side, and
a great advert for non-league football in front of a super crowd.

It’s back to reality on Tuesday, and a trip to The Hawthorns to take on one of the side’s
nemeses, Stanway Rovers - three meetings last season all went Rovers way, doubling us in
the league and knocking us out of the league cup, so we need as much support as
possible…!! See you there!

Story: Phil Griffiths

Pics: Stan Baston
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